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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.4-rev13
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.4-rev13
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5888.

OXUIB-515 Unable to Create Filter Rule using a Condition
Wrong timezone was selected when parsing date input.
This has been solved by using default timezone when parsing the date input.
MWB-653 Error while editing added mail account - Please enter the following data: primary_address
Primary address was unnecessary checked.
Don’t require primary address when checking mail account connectivity to solve this issue.
OXUIB-485 Context menu on folders are missing ’delete all messages’ after marking/unmarking spam
When spam folder is empty and you move a mail to it (via ”mark as spam”) folder count was still 0.
This has been solved by adding a refresh of the folder.
OXUIB-448 Floating events are not shown correctly in the list view
Utc timezone was used instead of local time.
This has been fixed by using local time when no timezone is given.
MWB-525 ’An SQL error occurred: Packet for query is too large’ Messages in Groupware
Log
Very big HTML content does not fit into a single packet transferred from Middleware to database
due to ’max_allowed_packet’ setting.
This has been solved by paying respect to ’max_allowed_packet’ setting and introduced disk-based
volatile file cache for storing big message contents that do not fit into database (or into transport
packet).
MWB-648 OX fakes/uses the wrong sender adress when editing appointments in a shared
calendar
Missing SENDER field and no option to use a separate no-reply account for imip mails.
This has been fixed by adding new configuration parameter to use no-reply account for imip mails
and added session user as SENDER to mail headers.
MWB-634 Not possible to add google calendar twice
Check for duplicate account associated with same provider’s user identifier fails due to previously
performed PW change (w/o restoration) because user-sensitive data can no more be decrypted.
This has been solved by loading OAuth account meta-data w/o secrets (token & secret) when checking for existence.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-
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ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-515, MWB-653, OXUIB-485, OXUIB-448, MWB-525, MWB-648, MWB-634,
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